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WHY  DID  IT
EXIST?
El Movimiento is one of many social movements to
happen that encompassed the intersection of land
grants, migrant workers rights, to a better
education, voting and political rights in the 60's.
This movement picked up from the 1940’s Mexican
American Civil Rights movement and gained
traction when masses of Mexican-Americans were
exploited to be on the frontlines of the Vietnam War,
resulting in their deaths. Across communities of
color, collective consciousness sparked a national
response to racism and all of it’s institutionalized
forms.
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TACTICS
USED
El Movimiento used many different tactics when
organizing for social change. Their efforts didn't
come without police pushback but it did create
more people power for the movement to reach
greater heights. Some of the ways they organized
were through: collective people power through
geography to mobilize, engaging in political
activism seen in organizing forums, like "Pay your
poll tax", student walkouts, student-led youth
organizing, anti-war activism through rallies, and
the creation of art and press. 
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THE  RESULTS
In the end, El Movimiento not only helped change
the laws and working conditions for workers but it
also amplified the voices the Chicano people
deserved politically in all areas. It also gave birth to
Chicana Feminism.
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REFLECTION
QUESTIONS

Comparing El Movimiento to the recent uprising
across the nation and specifically in Portland,
what similarities do you see? Can we learn
anything from looking into the past collective
efforts and organizing work?

Why do you think Chicana feminism is
important to name in this movement? In what
ways do you center and uplift these voices? 

Reflecting on the collective power organized in
this movement, are you doing all that you can to
support current issues?
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SUPPLEMENTAL
RESOURCES

(1.) Mexican American Civil Right Movement (8 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGNnV53q-rM 

(2.) California Farmworkers Who Sparked A
Rebellion For Farmworkers' Rights ( 3 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEPOBZTUM1A

 (3.) Colorado Experience: Justicia y Libertad 
(26 min) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xz3MEi57H14
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